NEWS RELEASE

“EXPANSION OF DIALYSIS PRODUCTS OFFERS NEW SALES OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DISTRIBUTORS”
ORANGEBURG, NY – Dynarex, a leading medical products brand and provider of disposable medical
supplies, is pleased to announce three new dialysis products to broaden its product line. Pressure
Dots, Post OP Plus Sponge, and Dead-End Caps add to the dialysis product category. These products
are actively used and requested in dialysis centers.
Pressure Dots (1” diameter) are sterile and made of non-woven gauze spheres. They are an alternative
to a folded gauze pad. Dynarex Pressure Dots are equivalent to other name brand medical grade
products in the marketplace. They are conveniently packaged as two units per pouch.

For more

information click here.
•

Item #3350 – Pressure Dots (1” Diameter) – 10/50 - 1000/Cs

Post Op Plus Sponge is 4” x 3” and is more absorbent than the existing Dynarex Post Op Sponge
(#3348) that is in currently being offered. This sponge is equivalent to other name brand medical grade
products in the market place. They are available in a package of two sponges per pouch. For more
information click here.
•

Item #3355 – Post Op Plus Sponge – 24/25 – 1000/Cs

Dead End Caps (Lurer Lock) are used to prevent infection by closing the blue and red ports after
dialysis has taken place. They are non-vented sterile caps. The added wings allow for more control
and better grip for healthcare professionals. They are packed as two units per pouch (1 red cap and
1 blue cap). These are medical grade and equivalent to other name brands in the marketplace. For
more information click here.
•

Item #7057 – Dead End Caps (Luer Lock) – 10/100/Cs

“Dynarex continues to look for new product opportunities that can help support our distributors and
broaden their customer base. “We are building on all our product categories to attract new customers
and capture more market share,” said Zalman Tenenbaum, President & CEO of Dynarex.

We are

steadfast in promoting our core company principle: “We Care Like Family” throughout our products and
marketing. For more detailed information on any of these products please visit www.dynarex.com.

About Dynarex
Dynarex is a leading brand of disposable medical products with distributor partners in all 50 states, as well as in
Canada, the Caribbean Islands, and South America. It provides a wide range of the finest quality disposable and
durable medical equipment products, at an exceptional value. The company’s value statement “We Care Like
Family” underscores its belief in philanthropy and giving back to our partners’ communities. Founded in 1967,
Dynarex is headquartered in Orangeburg, NY. For more information, call 1-888-DYNAREX (1-888-396-2739) or
visit dynarex.com.
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